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Who We Are & What We Do  

Corbin Hill Food Project (CHFP) works to supply fresh, local food to those that need it most. 

Recognizing a gap in infrastructure to support low-income communities, CHFP works with 

supply chain partners to leverage existing food system infrastructure to achieve equitable 

outcomes and increase access. Guided by core values  of racial equity, social justice and 

community self-determination, Corbin Hill utilizes multiple strategies to achieve its mission, 

which include Farm Share and institutional programs.  

 

During the last two years, CHFP provided more than 150,000 shares, with 66 percent 

going to low-income and minority populations with household incomes of less than 

200% of the poverty line.  

 

Farm Share is a weekly, flexible produce subscription program that operates in Manhattan, 

Brooklyn, Queens and the Bronx and currently serves more than 600 people at 21 sites 

throughout New York City. 

● Corbin Hill partners with community-based organizations, health clinic, schools, 

churches, senior centers and childcare centers to operate Farm Share distribution sites 

● Individuals select a distribution site that is most convenient to him or her and sign up to 

participate one week prior to their first pick up 

● Leftover produce that is not picked up from the Farm Share site is donated to a local 

food pantry, soup kitchen or organization in need 

 

Institutionally, CHFP  supplies fresh food to organizations that operate food service or 

distribute bags of fresh produce in vulnerable communities. Institutional customers include: 

● Health insurance company 

● Community and economic development corporations 

● Ready to work program 

● Family support service agency 

● Food pantries 

 

Since its inception, CHFP has challenged the status quo in local food distribution by focusing on 

how to meet the needs of low income communities and communities of color. To meet these 

needs, CHFP employed these innovative strategies that were designed to serve vulnerable 

communities, but have been widely adopted by communities across income levels: 

● Pay for Shares on a week to week basis instead of all up front at the start of each 

season  

● Allow Shareholders to put their share on hold at any time 

● Accept all payment forms - cash, credit, debit, check, EBT, and Health Bucks  

● Winter Share that allowed for year-round distribution of local foods to these communities 

● Partner with community organizations as part of the distribution chain within 

neighborhoods 
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Building on these innovations, strategies are being identified to operationalize food sovereignty. 

This will involve the facilitation of a community owned process that shifts power amongst 

systems of production, distribution and consumption, which lead to stronger and more equitable 

communities that better support vulnerable children and families.  

 

CHFP is actively seeking support to be able to  implement 4 strategies that advance community 

food sovereignty to support strong families and children.  We have developed specific strategies 

that address different elements of the value chain in order to shift power within production, 

consumption and distribution.  

 

They include the Callaloo Project, last mile delivery, developing participatory ordering platforms, 

and transferring ownership of the Corbin Hill Road Farm to the community 

History  

Corbin Hill  was founded by a group of socially conscious investors who purchased a 95-acre 

farm in Schoharie County, NY known as the Corbin Hill Road Farm (CHRF). Their mission was 

to supply local, sustainably grown produce to areas of NYC with limited access to fresh fruits 

and vegetables. Among the 11 investors, 72% of the equity came from African Americans and 

Latinos and, 51% from women. While these investors were deeply committed and passionate to 

achieving this mission, they had no experience in farming. Despite this, they quickly realized 

they were surrounded by dozens of family farmers that had limited access to markets and thus a 

partnership began between upstate growers and downstate consumers. During these early 

years, Corbin Hill aggregated produce from more than 40 farmers, managed a small warehouse 

and distribution operation in addition to marketing, selling and community outreach efforts. After 

several years utilizing this conventional distribution model, it became clear that as Corbin Hill 

scaled, it could not compete economically due to the high capital costs around maintaining a 

warehouse and trucks. In a carefully considered shift, Corbin Hill closed its upstate operations 

and began to concentrate on leveraging existing supply chain infrastructure to achieve equitable 

outcomes and increase access of fresh, local produce to communities that need it most.   
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